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SPOT TRACE  Service Plans
Instantly receive a text or email when your most valuable assets move.
A�ordable and easy to use!

BASIC SERVICE PLAN
Service Cost

(/en/index.php?
cid=111)

Basic Service 
 SPOT Trace automatically sends a SMS text/email with your

asset's GPS coordinates once movement has been detected.
View the asset's GPS coordinates anytime online on the SPOT
Share Page or via our SPOT App. Basic service allows you to
customize your tracking intervals to 5, 10, 30 or 60 minutes.
Also, customize your device's dock mode, movement alert,
status, low battery and power off settings.

$149.99/YR 
Required for each 

SPOT Trace Device

or
$14.99/MO 

 (12 month term applies)
 Required for each 

 SPOT Trace Device

TRACKING SERVICE UPGRADES
Service Cost

(/en/index.php?
cid=117)

Extreme Tracking Upgrade 
 Enjoy even greater assurance with Extreme Tracking. Get all

the features of Basic Service, with the added benefit of being
able to track your asset's GPS coordinates down to every 2½
minutes.

$49.99/YR 
+ Basic Service per year

or
$4.99/MO 

 (12 month term applies)
 + Basic Service per month

 (/en)

®

STAY CONNECTED
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All SPOT products described on this website are the products of SPOT LLC, which is not affiliated in any manner with Spot Image of Toulouse, France or Spot Image Corporation of Chantilly, Virginia. 

* The SPOT rescue count does not include false alarms, duplicate alarms, test alarms, alarms that result in fatalities, or alarms received from lost or stolen units.
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